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Alexander von Zemlinsky Complete Recordings

1 have admired the wark of mony conductors during my long career ... But I think that of al/ those I have heard I woufd
nominate Alexander von Zemlinsky as the off-round conductor who ochieved the most consistent/y high standard, and thot is o
mature Judgement. 1 remember a performance of the "Marriage of Figaro" by him in Prague as the most satisfying operatic
experience of my /ife. - Igor Stravinsky, 1964
For today's listeners, the name of Alexander von Zemlinsky is most often associated with such late-Romantic era compositions
as the Lyric Symphony, the massive tone poem, Oie Seejungfrau (The Mermaid), and the opera Der Zwerg (The Owarf). But this
locus on Zemlinsky as composer only dates !rom the 1970s onward, as his output was rediscovered by a new generation of
concert goers and record collectors. For most of his later career, and for decades alter his death, Zemlinsky was primarily
remembered as an opera conductor who left a small number of recordings made in the late 1920s and early '30s. The present
release, issued on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of Zemlinsky's birth (14 October 1871), brings together for the first
time all of his extant recordings, including two titles unpublished on 78 rpm dises.
Zemlinsky was barn in Vienna and was accepted into the Conservatory there as a piano student at the age of thirteen, where
he also studied composition under Bruckner. His early works showed the influence of Brahms, who became an influential
supporter. ln an amateur orchestra he had founded in 1895, Zemlinsky met Arnold Schoenberg, who was ta become his close
friend, student (in counterpoint) and brother-in-law, when he married Zemlinsky's sister.
Zemlinsky's reputation as a composer began ta rise with the success of his Second Symphony at its Viennese première in 1897.
Three years later, Mahler conducted the first performance of Zemlinsky's opera, Es war einmal (Once Upon a Time) at the
Vienna Court Opera. lt was around this time that Zemlinsky took on Alma Schindler as a composition student. The two began a
romantic relationship which she ended, subsequently marrying Mahler in 1902.
Zemlinsky served in a number of conductorial positions, first in Vienna, then !rom 1911 ta 1927 at the Deutsches
Landestheater in Prague. ln 1924, he moved ta Berlin, where he continued ta teach and also conduct at the Kroll Opera, until
the rise of the Nazis in 1933 forced him ta return ta Vienna . Following Schoenberg, he moved ta America in 1938, but found
few opportunities there. He died in Larchmont, New York in 1942.
What strikes modern listeners about his recordings is their directness and lack of the sort of willfulness commonly associated
with conductors of his era. ln a previous reissue of some of these recordings, musicologist Helmut Haack wrote: "Zemlinsky's
approach is analytical. He brings each and every theme ta life according ta its own character sa that each interpretation seems
the definitive one . . By this means, Zemlinsky exposes the formai structure of each piece. Scrupulous attention ta every
detail without detaching it !rom its context allows him ta approach Flotow and Maillart as whole-heartedly as classical
composers such as Mozart and Beethoven."
Zemlinsky's published orchestral recordings have been reissued on CD twice before, first by Koch-Schwann, and later by
Archiphon. The latter included the first release of one version of the Freischütz Overture, transferred !rom a tape source sa
dim and muffled as ta be almost unlistenable. The operatic accompaniments have been issued on various CDs associated with
their singers (on Preiser and Supraphon), except for the Gerlach-Rusnak sides, which have only been commercially reissued on
LP. The Fledermaus Overture and one version of the Freischütz make their first appearances on this release.
Mark Obert-Thorn
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1. MOZART Don Giovanni - Overture (G,12I

1. MAILLART Les Dragons de Vi llars - Overture 16:191

2. MOZART Casi fan tutte - Overture (4'391
3. MOZART Die Entfuhrung aus dem Se rail - Overture (4'391

Recorded September 1928 in the Hochschule fur Musik, Berlin

Recorded Autumn 1927 in Berlin

Recorded Autumn 1927 in Berlin

4. BEETHOVEN Fidelio - Overture (fr31J

3. SM ETANA Vltava from Ma vlast 110:431
4. WEINBERGER Polka from Schwanda the Bagpiper I2,2sI

Recorded January 1929 in the Hochschule fUr Musik, Berlin

5. WEB ER Der Freisch0tz - Overture (Takes 1-1-1) (9561
6. WEBER Der Freisch0tz - Overture (Takes 1-2-2) (9501
Recorded Autumn 1927 in Berlin

7. ROSSINI La gazza ladra - Overture IBA4I
Recorded January 1929 in the Hochschule fur Musik, Berlin

2. J. STRAU SS II Die Flederm aus - Overture (S:29I

Recorded 15 April 1930 in Studio Wilhelmsaue, Berlin

5.
6.
7.
8.

VERDI II Trovatore - Ah, si, ben mio 1,,011
VERDI II Trovatore - Di quel/a pira I2,0GI
PUCCINI Tosca - Recondita ormonia (NSI
PUCCINI Tosca - f lucevan le stelle 13:041

8. FLOTOW Alessandro Stradella - Overture Is,02I

Recorded 6 October 1932 in Berlin

Recorded September 1928 in the Hochschule fur Musik, Berlin

9. NI COLAI Die lustigen Weiber van Windsor - In einem

Berl in-Char1ottenburg Opera Orchestra (Orchester der Sti:idtischen Oper)
(CD 1, Tracks 1- 3 and CD 2, Tracks 5 - 10)
Berlin State Opera Orchestra (CD 1, Tracks 4 - 8 and CD 2, Tracks 1 - 2)
Be rlin Philharmon ic Orchestra {CD 2, Tracks 3 - 4)

Woschkorb?

(G:OBI

Recorded 16 & 18 January 1933 in Berlin

10. SMETANA The Ba rt ered Bride - Kaidy Jen tu svou 14:171
Recorded 16 or 18 January 1933 in Berlin

Vienna Conce rt Orchestra (CD 2, Tracks 11- 12)

11. FIBICH Poeme (3:211
12. DVORAK Humoresq ue 12:531

Alexander von Zemlinsky (conductor)

Recorded February 1934 in Vienna

Producer and Audio Restoration Engineer: Mark Obert-Thorn
Special thanks to James H. North and the Yale Collection of
Historical Sound Recordings (Mark Bailey, di rector) for
providing source material, and to Oliver Wurl for discographic
information
Full discographic information available online
Total duration: 1hr 54:03

CDl: 58:33 CD2: 55:30

Rud olf Gerlach -Ru snak (tenor) (CD 2, Tracks 5 - 8)
Gerhard Husch (baritone) (CD 2, Track 9)
Eugen Fuchs (bass) (CD 2, Tracks 9 - 10)
Ch arl es Kullm ann (tenor) (CD 2, Track 10)
Jarmil a Novotna (soprano) (CD 2, Tracks 11 - 12)
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CD 2, Tracks 5 - 10 sung in German
CD 2, Tracks 11 - 12 sung in Czech
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